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front-loading genes involved in heat
stress [8,19], employing rapid
acclimatization pathways [7,18,19],
changing the composition of their algal
symbiont communities [14,15], and
maintaining a healthy pool of microbial
associates [10] to prevent infection and
disease during recovery from heat
stress. Despite catastrophic losses
over the last few decades and the
recent listing of 20 additional coral
species under the U.S. Endangered
Species Act, these diverse responses
provide hope that the world’s
remaining corals may still contain the
adaptive ingredients needed to survive.
For these enigmatic chimeras — part
animal, part alga, part microbial and
viral consortium — the power that
prevails may well be both polygenic
and polygenomic.
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Synaptic Specificity: When the
Neighbors Are Away, Sensory Axons
Turn Promiscuous
A new study describes cellular mechanisms establishing synaptic specificity
during development and remodeling of a zebrafish mechanosensory organ.
Coordination amongst postsynaptic neurons and interactions between
presynaptic and postsynaptic cells together promote the segregation of
circuits responding to distinct sensory stimuli.
Donald P. Julien and Alvaro Sagasti*
During development the numerous
and diverse neurons of the brain
select specific synaptic targets
with which to form precise circuits
underlying perception, behavior,
and cognition. Circuits can remodel
by modifying synaptic connectivity,
allowing the brain to learn, adapt to
environmental changes, and repair
damaged circuitry. Sensory cells

exposed to the external environment,
such as mammalian olfactory and
gustatory receptors, are particularly
vulnerable to damage that requires
continuous cellular replacement and
the re-establishment of synaptic
connections (reviewed in [1,2]).
Ensuring reliable transmission
of information about the quality and
location of sensory stimuli during
remodeling requires mechanisms for
re-establishing correct connectivity
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from primary sensory receptors to their
synaptic partners. In this issue of
Current Biology, Pujol-Martı́ et al. [3]
describe an interaction between
sensory neurons that promotes the
formation of appropriate connections
in the zebrafish lateral line system.
This interaction contributes to both the
establishment of synaptic specificity
during development and its restoration
during remodeling, despite frequent
sensory cell turnover.
In fish and amphibians the lateral
line sensory system detects local
vibrations and water movement
beginning at early developmental
stages (reviewed in [4]). This sensory
information is essential for complex
behaviors, such as navigation, and
for motor responses to other fish,
prey, and predators. Translation of
water motion into neuronal signals
is accomplished by sensory organs
called neuromasts, which are studded
across the head and body. In larval
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zebrafish each neuromast contains
roughly 10–20 mechanosensory hair
cells that are structurally similar to the
hair cells of the mammalian inner ear:
each extends an apical bundle of
actin-based stereocilia that is apposed
to a single microtubule-based
kinocilium. Deflection of the hair bundle
towards the kinocilium depolarizes the
cell, whereas deflection away from the
kinocilium hyperpolarizes it. Individual
neuromasts are innervated by 2–4
afferent axons of lateral line neurons
that receive synaptic inputs from hair
cells. Each neuromast contains two
distinct hair cell populations with apical
stereocilia oriented in opposite
directions, causing them to respond
to stimulation from different directions.
Lateral line axon terminals extend
throughout the neuromast but only
form synapses with roughly half of its
hair cells. These synapses are selective
for hair cells of a particular orientation
[5,6], and thus fire preferentially to
deflections from one direction [3,7].
The simplicity and precision of synaptic
connectivity in the zebrafish lateral line
make it an appealing system
for uncovering the rules governing
the formation and re-establishment
of synaptic specificity.
How do lateral line afferents choose
to connect exclusively with hair cells of
a specific orientation? One possibility
is that afferent axons instruct hair cells
to adopt a particular polarity. This
model, however, is unlikely, since hair
cell polarity forms normally in the
absence of innervating afferents [3,6].
Alternatively, sensory neurons could be
genetically specified to strictly select
hair cells of a particular orientation as
synaptic partners. This model predicts
that the synaptic selectivity of any
particular sensory afferent is
independent of other afferents.
Pujol-Martı́ et al. [3] tested this
prediction by removing all but one
afferent innervating a particular
neuromast, using genetic and surgical
methods. Surprisingly, solitary
afferents deprived of neighbors lost
their specificity and promiscuously
innervated hair cells of both polarities
(Figure 1). When neighboring
neurons were allowed to regenerate
and reinnervate the neuromast,
promiscuous afferents re-established
their selectivity. These results
demonstrate that the selective pattern
of connectivity in the lateral line
requires interactions not only between
axons and hair cells, but also amongst
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Figure 1. Interactions between neighboring postsynaptic neurons establish and maintain synaptic specificity in the zebrafish lateral line sensory system.
Zebrafish neuromasts contain mechanosensory hair cells of two opposite orientations (blue
and orange). Intact neuromasts are innervated by multiple lateral line afferents, each of which
receives synapses exclusively from hair cells of a particular orientation (left). When an afferent
neuron is deprived of neighbors it promiscuously innervates hair cells of both types (right), but
regeneration of the neighbors restores coherent innervation.

different axons innervating a
neuromast. In other words, afferents
possess a latent ability to receive
synapses from any hair cell in a
neuromast; their preference for hair
cells of a particular polarity only
emerges from interactions with
other lateral line afferents.
At first glance, the expansion of
synaptic territory by isolated lateral line
neurons resembles the well-described
competitive innervation process that
occurs during synaptic refinement at
the neuromuscular junction (NMJ),
where removing axons allows
neighboring terminals to expand [8].
However, several features of synaptic
refinement in the lateral line distinguish
it from this classic model. For instance,
lateral line axons do not appear to
compete for innervation territory. On
the contrary, branches of axons with
different orientation preferences
overlap freely during development.
Although the removal of neighbors
allows for isolated axons to form
promiscuous synapses, it does not
affect the dynamics or complexity of
the axonal terminal arbors [3].
Additionally, the end result of synaptic
competition at the NMJ is an
arrangement in which each muscle
fiber receives innervation from a single,
‘winning’ axon [9]. In the lateral line a
single axon does not always win
exclusive access to all hair cells of a
particular orientation. Labeling two
neighboring afferents with different
fluorescent proteins clearly
demonstrated that most hair cells are
innervated by more than one axon [3].
Thus, although afferent axons are strict
selectors of hair cell polarity, hair cells
are not strict selectors of afferent

axons. These findings suggest that
there are at least two subtypes of
lateral line afferents capable of forming
synapses with hair cells of either
orientation, despite having a
preference for one. Afferents of the
same subtype can innervate multiple
hair cells of their preferred orientation,
but prevent hair cells from synapsing
onto neighbors of the other subtype.
Neuronal activity often contributes to
the selection of synaptic partners from
multiple presynaptic or postsynaptic
options [10]. At the NMJ, synchronous
firing between the presynaptic motor
neuron and the postsynaptic muscle
fiber is critical for stabilizing a single
axon and destabilizing its neighbors [9].
Lateral line afferents could potentially
use the differences in sensory-evoked
activity between the two types of hair
cells to stabilize only coherent
synapses and avoid incoherent ones.
However, several lines of evidence
suggest that activity is not required for
establishing lateral line orientation
selectivity. Electrophysiological
recordings from isolated afferents
receiving input from hair cells of both
orientations confirmed that these new
synapses are capable of driving
postsynaptic action potentials,
demonstrating that afferent axons can
tolerate incoherent synapses [3].
Moreover, the authors corroborated a
previous finding that orientation
selectivity is maintained in mutants
lacking hair cell mechanotransduction
[3,11]. Together these findings
demonstrate that presynaptic activity is
not required for lateral line orientation
selectivity and imply that lateral line
afferents rely instead on molecular cues
to restrict their synaptic territories.
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Previous studies found that
individual lateral line axons reliably
re-establish connections with hair cells
of the same orientation following
repeated rounds of hair cell ablation
and regeneration, indicating that
afferents retain a ‘memory’ of hair cell
polarity after denervation [5,6]. The
current study suggests that this
memory is at least partially maintained
by inhibitory interactions between
neighboring lateral line axons [3]. A
similar strategy of ‘‘synaptic tiling’’
occurs between neighboring DA8 and
DA9 motor neurons in Caenorhabdities
elegans [12]. Much like lateral line
afferents, DA8 and DA9 axons are
closely associated with one another in
the dorsal nerve cord, but segregate
their synapses into adjacent,
non-overlapping synaptic zones in an
activity-independent manner.
Additionally, the synaptic zones of both
axons expanded in worms that had one
axon genetically displaced from the
dorsal nerve cord, suggesting that
axons mutually inhibit the expansion of
each other’s synaptic territory. The
marked similarities between these
different species and neural systems
raise the possibility that synaptic tiling
may be a conserved mechanism for
establishing and maintaining patterns
of neural connectivity.
Although Pujol-Martı́ et al. [3]
elegantly demonstrated that
neighboring lateral line axons restrict
each other’s synaptic territories, the
molecular signals underlying this
regulation are unknown. Synaptic tiling
between C. elegans motor axons
requires plexin-1 and semaphorin-1
expression in DA9 motor neurons to
segregate synapses [12]. Similarly,
semaphorin signaling is required for

restricting or eliminating synapses in
the mouse spinal cord, hippocampus,
and striatum [13–15]. In addition
to negative regulators, positive
synaptogenic interactions between hair
cells and afferents are also likely
required for establishing and
maintaining lateral line circuitry. The
molecules that mediate these
interactions are also unknown, but
lateral line axons with different
orientation preferences could express
different cell surface adhesion
molecules (reviewed in [16,17]) that
prefer binding partners differentially
enriched in each hair cell population.
Identifying the proteins mediating
positive cellular interactions between
lateral line neurons and hair cells,
as well as negative interactions
between neighboring afferent neurons
with different preferences, will provide
a molecular paradigm for the
segregation and maintenance of neural
circuits responding to distinct sensory
stimuli.
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Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) sheet membranes are covered with ribosomes and
RNAs that are involved in protein synthesis. A new study reveals that a calciumactivated endoribonuclease of the EndoU protein family promotes the formation
of tubular ER networks, contributing to dynamic shaping of the ER in cells.

The endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
is a continuous membrane system
comprising the nuclear envelope, flat
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well as Ca2+ sequestration and protein
quality control within the ER have been
extensively investigated over many
years, but mechanisms responsible
for the distinctive morphology of
the ER have only been uncovered
more recently [1,2]. Several
eukaryotic protein families, including
reticulons and REEPs/DP1/Yop1p,
harbor hydrophobic hairpin domains
that partially insert into the lipid
bilayer, shaping high-curvature
ER tubules [3]. Members of the
atlastin/RHD3/Sey1p family of
large, membrane-bound GTPases

